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Pseudo-elliptic helical resonator filters with improved power handling capability
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The scope of this activity was the exploitation of the large gap approach as means to enhance the power
handling of spaceborne helical resonator UHF filters, thereby simplifying manufacturing compared to partial
dielectric filling approaches while not compromising on the unloaded quality factor. In earlier activities the
capability to increase the power handling of helical resonator filters from sub-Watt levels to about 80W by
means of introducing partial filling of the cavity with space qualified Rexolite was experimentally
demonstrated. This activity focused on delivering similar power levels but in purely air-filled cavities.
The activity commenced by the identification of the most critical region and subsequent application of the
large gap approach for that region. For a helical resonator shorted at one end and open at the other, the
critical region is the capacitive open end. In order to increase the distance between the top part of the
resonator and the host cavity walls, two methodologies were pursued. The former involved helical resonators
with modulated radius – so that a conical helix is ultimately obtained. This approach provides increased gap
locally. Alternatively, the activity focused on cylindrical helical resonators but hosted in increasingly larger
cavities. A range of prototypes was designed and analysed for electrical performance as well as multipactor
threshold. The three most promising ones were prototyped and tested.
The experimental results proved that power handling of 70 W can be achieved when the dimensions of the
host cavity is increased (uniform cylindrical case). Meanwhile as a result of the larger cavity, this approach
enables achieving higher unloaded quality factors. When compared with state-of-the-art prior to this activity, it
was overall demonstrated that equivalent power handling levels can be achieved as with the partial dielectric
filling approach with improved Q-factor at a cost of a slightly larger physical dimensions – together with
manufacturing simplification.


